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IPC Global Solutions Establishes China Operation
Shanghai, PRC, May 1st, 2012 ‐ IPC Global Solutions has established a wholly owned subsidiary
distribution and product development center in the New Pudong section of Shanghai, China. This new
facility will enable IPC to bring creative distribution and product solutions to market in the U.S. and
abroad. The facility is the centerpiece of IPC’s Phase 2 China strategy to leverage the highest quality,
lowest cost manufacturing base for automotive and heavy duty filtration products while meeting the
individual needs of each IPC customer.
“We know and understand the challenges of the private label filtration business,” says Bill Boris,
Executive VP of Global Sourcing, “and our facility in Pudong is specifically geared to consolidate
shipments, provide low volume custom packaging, and bring lower costs to our customers on a broader
range of filtration products.”
IPC Shanghai is staffed locally with 12 IPC employees including a General Manager, a complete supply
chain team, and a staff of supplier quality engineers. Added Bill Boris, “We’re serious about keeping
costs low for our customers but we will not sacrifice quality, under any circumstances. With that being
said, we have built a team of professionals that know and understand how to get the job done right.
Our supplier quality engineering capability, packaging flexibility and import/export license certification
enable IPC to bring creative product and distribution solutions to our customers in the North American
market.”
IPC Global Solutions, headquartered in Taunton, MA is a leader in the private label filter business. With
a 35 year heritage of supporting the very best names in the filter business, IPC has built its success on
delivering quality and service to customers all around the world. IPC is an ISO9001:2008 certified
company with additional North American distribution facilities in Taunton, MA, St. Louis, MO, and
Brownsville, TX.
For more information about IPC Global Solutions, visit their website at www.ipcglobalsolutions.com. ###

